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BATOD North
14 November 2019
QToD – Life on
the Front

BATOD SIG
6 November 2019
York
Deafness and
Autism

BATOD Scotland
16 November 2019
Early language
development in
deaf children

BATOD East
8 July 2019 
Developing good
practice for working
with deaf children, their
families and schools.
Presentations available on
the BATOD website

BATOD 
Northern Ireland
28 August 2019
Beyond diagnosis –
Developing the
professional toolkit
for meeting the
needs of sensory
impairment profiles
Presentations on
the BATOD website

BATOD South
Date to be confirmed
Supporting access
to the curriculum

BATOD Cymru
21 October 2019

BATOD Southwest
12 October 2019
9.30-3.30
Emotional well-being and
technology in the home (morning)
Deaf networking and Technology
in Education (afternoon)

BATOD National
14 March 2020
London
Researching the
future

Regions and
nations
Enables members to 
see what is happening 
in the other nations 
and regions

BATOD membership: developing professional
world partners in deaf education
BATOD is a professional body which offers a ‘community’ of dialogue and information. 
If a UK-based BATOD member has an established involvement with a developing world project, 
they can make a recommendation for the head teacher of the school for the deaf or teacher in a deaf
resource base associated with their project to be registered with BATOD as an online ‘overseas special
member’ at no charge to either member.

l BATOD has an expectation for the overseas special member to submit an annual magazine article or
information for a blog post. BATOD encourages the overseas special member to be the author/co-author
of the article submitted.

l The BATOD overseas special member must have internet access in order to access the online resources
which may be of interest. 

l Online members can access the five magazine editions/year in the electronic version. The BATOD
magazine frequently features articles about deaf education from across the world. Thus, our special
overseas members can share with and learn from UK and other worldwide professional peers in deaf
and deaf related education. 
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Looking beyond the
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